Surface effects on the relaxation dynamics of hexatic-B liquid-crystal films.
Based in a linearized hydrodynamic model, we study the relaxation dynamics of hexatic-B liquid-crystal films in two distinct cases. First, we investigate the hexatic order relaxing through a purely diffusive process for which the particles velocity field is assumed to be negligible. In this case, the asymptotic relaxation of deformations in the hexatic order presents a pronounced dependence on the boundary conditions. We found that a surface tilted order is enough to drive the slowest relaxation mode from an acoustic to an optic character. Second, we study the viscous case which is characterized by the coupling between the particles velocity field and the bond orientational order. In this case, underdamped modes with oscillatory-exponential relaxation are obtained on a narrow range of wave vectors. Further, the viscous relaxation of surface and inner layers deformations display distinct scaling behaviors under a surface tilted order.